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1. Introduction. In the lattcr y,,ars of his scientific activity, Prof.
yon Karman was greatly interest,'d in ti_,- field of flu_dynamics associated
with chemical reactions, which t_,' d,..-.t_:'_bcd with the word aerothermo-
chernistry. In honoring him tod..,y, wc f,.,.i it :,!)propriate to present here
some work in this fi¢.ld perfor_n, d by ;L gruu:_ of scientists, who worked
following his inspiration under t]_c dir,.cttor, of the senior author. The
work was performed at the General .Ai_pli,.d .5ci,.nc,- Laboratories, Inc. ,
of which he had bccn one, of the fo,ind,.r> ,,nd with which h_" l,;,,i been associated.
The specific proble_n discu,_s,:d i_t.r_, t.._e: tI,,vays bc_,n oi Rrc,,t _ntereat
to him bccgiu>,, of his stronu b,.ltef in the. at'cessity of utillzin< vehicles
with air-br,._,t:-,ln< ,.nginc> :or i_ypec<onic ;lazi,t :,nci for th,. f_rst stages
of launchin< of ._t)n,,. vehlcl,'._.
¢.) I
Fh,. problctn ,)t burning in., str,..,,n n_ox_na :it ,u._,.r_o,-,_c ,pc,.C,s is
pratt,, al interc>t for the desl,tn of .-,,n, _.n<_nes moving at hyp,.rsomc
\,,,locity bc_ ,.a>,: super.sonic co:nbastion
_tructur;il c{. si<n of the ,,ngint'.
Con>iu, r ecn,._natically a _l,_s>;caI
..i:n:)lifie-, th,. avrodynamic ;:_..J
ramj_.t cn._inc as shown in
The work j)rcs,,nt,'d her(' tins been >_;)i,orl,'d ;n part by th,. l'ollow*n C
contracts: A. i-'. Office f)f Sci_,ntil'ic R_._,.,_rch, AF-49(638)-9Q1, Contr,,ct
Off. Dr. B. Wolf>on; Air Sy._tcrr-,> Div., ,_ PAFB, AF-33{657)-10463, Con-
tract Off. Lt. R. Crossley; NASA, G. (;. .M._rshgdl Space Flight Center,
NAS 8-2686, Contract Off. Mr. _'. I)ahn_. The authors wish to acknowledge
the contributions of Messrs. D. Magnus, G. Bleich al_d J. Tamagno to the
material presented herein.
(l) New York University, New York, N.Y.
(2) General Applied Science Lab_- ::_rlt =, inc. , Westbury, New York.
ZFigure 1. The engine is composed of an inlet that decelerates the air
• to subsonic velocity. Fuel is added to the stream in the burner. There
the static temperature of the air increases. The expansion of the stream
in the nozzle produces high velocities and therefore thrust.
As the flight Mach numt_er increases the performance of such an
engine deteriorates; the efficiency of the inlet decreases (because of
shock losses, and at the same time the static temperature in the burner
before combustion rapidly increases. Under these conditions the'addi-
tion of fuel in the burner produces small changes and even possible re-
ductions in the temperature of the air because of formation of inter-
mediate reaction products such as atoms and free radicals which cannot
recombine at this high temperature. As a consequence, the largest
part of the heat release does not occur in the burner but in the nozzle,
during the expansion process. In Fig. 2, a typical variation of the static
temperature of the air as a funct ion of Mach number before combustion
is given for equilibrium condition._. Th:,s figure also illustrates the strong
decrease in engine efficiency as evidenced by the behavior of the specific
impulse_thrust per unit weight of fuel} obtainable with the subsonic
engine.
The structural problems related to such an engine design also become
extremely complex because of the large heat transfer in the burner
region due to the high static pressure and because the area of the mini-
mum sections of the nozzle and inlet must be varied as a function of the
Mach number.
• : _i ¸•
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A careful study of the problem indicates that the subsonic approach
does not appear promising for hypersonic flight. Several different
approaches have been suggested for ramjets using combustion occur-
ring in a supersonic flow field. One approach that appears quite pro-
mising is that by the senior author suggested in Ref. 1 utilizing diffusive
mixing as a control mechanism for combustion of two reacting streams
moving supersonically in the same general direction {Fig. 3}. One
stream consists of air, the other of gaseous fuel; the two streams mix
and react. If the reaction is fast and the losses clue to mixing are small
then it is found that the system can be very efficient at high Mach numbers.
In order to obtain fast reaction the free stream air must be decelerated
to lower supersonic speeds so that the static temperature of the air in
the mixing region is increased sufficiently. The deceleration is accom-
plished by means of an inlet. However, in this scheme the most impor-
tant determining parameter is the static temperature of the air and not
the Mach numoer at the burner; therefore, a constant geometry inlet
with fixed contraction ratio can be used because as the flight Mach
number increases, the Mach numDer at the burner station required to
maintain the ignition temperature necessary for reliable combustion
also increases. In order to mini:auize mixing losses, the fuel is injected
tangentially to the stream, and at higi_ velocity. A very convenient fuel
for this application is hydrogen because of its high specific impulse as
r!
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as well as because of its altractive cooling capabilities.
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other fuels can be utilized for various specific applications.
The ,nixing of the two high v_.locily streams of fuel and air must
occur in a short time. If the pressure and temperature at the mixing
region is sufficiently high, the mixture reacts almost instantaneously.
After combustion the flow is expanded in a nozzle in which the flow
remains supersonic throughout, rh,, time available for reaction in
practical burner lengths is of the order of i0 -4 to 10 "5 seconds because
in the. hypersonic flight regime ti_,e gases in the engine move at velocities
of the order of 104 ft/sec. Si,q_ple fixed geometry engines which have
very attractive performance capability can be designed based on such
requirements. Typical engint, pvrformance attainable on the basis of
a cycle analysis for a fixed A,'onnet:',v engine are shown in i:'igures 4
and 5 (taken from Reference 2). Fig_,re 4 gives the flow properties
at the burner region for the engine as a function of Mach number. Fig-
ure 5 gives*the specific impulse of the fuel and of the air. This engine
scheme promises future maximum specific impulses of the order of 2000
sec. This is almost as good as that obtainable with chemical rocket
engines. A detailed discussion of the problems related to the engine
design and of the practical possibility of stach a configuration has been
given in Ref. 1 and a more up-to-date analysis of such problems is pre-
sented in the Seventh Lanchester Lecture delived tomorrow in London,
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by the senior author (hcf. 2). In ti:_s pai)er some of the analytical
approachcs-dcvclopLd in relation to t}_,'fluidynan_ic and chemical prob-
lems will bc reviewed in sunni, dct;i_l.
2. Combustion Proce_se_ Contr_,_i, d by Mixing. In the mixing
process of two streams movin_ in ,, p_Lrallel dircctlon, various trans-
port mechanisms take place, incluc/inl diffusion of species, conduction
of heat and exchange of mon_,nt_im b_.tw,,,:n the tw'o fluids. Either the
mass diffusion process or ti_u /h_,r_n;,] difiusion process associated with
mixing can bc used in ord(,r tc_ Ncncratc a stable combustion process,
These two different mcchanism.s for controlling combustion each have
practical interest, with application, i*,o_c,vcr, to different speed ranges.
The diffusion of species is a more s_litabl_ .nechansim for obtaining
efficient coml)ustion control at high i]i,lht Mach n_n:lJcrs, whereas the
thermal transport can bc usud to control combustion in the lower range
of flight Niach number or wh,-n Lhc c}_emical reactions arc slow.
In order to clarify the diff¢.rt,nce botw'L,cn the two controlling pro-
ccsses consider a jet of a gas disc}_arging into the flow of a different
gas moving at sLipcrsonic si)¢,_.ci(Flu. 6). For the high values of flight
Mach number, one of the streams _ll bc "pure" air whic}', has been decel-
erated to lower Mach number and therefore has high static temperature,
while the second is gaseous fuel also at high temperature, possibly be-
cause it has been used for cooling the structure. The mixing of the two
gases is gradual. Because of the .high static temperature in the mixing
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region', _nd the lar_te cor,_ctp,t:;t rea,'t,,,:-, r_tc_, corr.b',_ti,_n t_',<c_ r,_:.c,:
very r.,pi_i[y. For practical v,,l'_cs _,t ._;,:ic prc._..,,::'c ar, d ter;-,pcratarc ,
the mass diffusive rnix/r,g Dr,_cc._ is u_uch _iowcr than the reaction pro-
cess; therefore the mixi:__l in the co:,tr(,=,_t:._ rr_cChan_srn for the heat release.
A requirement for such a cor;,b_:btior. :)rocc.-.n i. that the air ._trearn be dt;-
celeratcd to sufficiently lower (b_zt _t_il s_i)crsonic ) Nlach number and hizi_
static tcmperz, ture so that the rL',,ct., _,._ beCOme very fast. The combustion
length in this case is then dL. tcraninc,: by :i:c rn',x_nA lcn<th.
At lower /ligi_t Math _._:n,:,L.r:_. t_c :_.,x,:x_,n, sti, tlc t_'mpcraturc that
can bc reached by dcceleratin._ t_._z ._',r _t_.'_ _,,.-_-_is not s',.fficicntly high to
produce hi<h reaction rate._. Ti_.rc[_,r,., _,ch a mcchan_n_ i_ not satisfac-
tory unh;ss the fuel is at rr,,_ch }_,:-her t,.rnl)crature than the azro In this case,
heat transport can be u.sed for tl:_ C_Jl/,_.:kbti(,;k COl;t.rOIo A_ t,n example of
con_bu.stion control by theralal trc, ns!)_,rt we can consider a atrei_m of a pro-
mixed comb,_.,tible gas, such ,,_; ,,Jr ana hydrogen, ant aasume that a small
pilot jet of precombuatcd qas i_aving very hi_}, static ten_peraturc of the fuel
mixture. Because of this high local tcmpcrat_re, r_:act_on _s initiated. :-{eat
is produced locally that tend,_ to balance the cooling on th_ bo_.:_,:iarics of the
pilot flame caused by the m_xin E proce._s. If the heat prod_ccd by t}'e reaction
is large enough to at least balg_r, ce the cooling produced by rr, ixin;, then the
combustion continues and the /lame extends into the premixed gas.
Examples of the two differcn'_ types of combustion are indicated i_:
Figures 6 and 7. Figure 6a indicates schematically the geometry of the
ti
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apparatus and the flame shape. The air temperature of the external
stream ira this case is sufficiently hi;_h to start combustion. The static
temperature increases rapidly and cornb_lstion takes place as sooh as
mixing occurs. Figure 6b is a pl',otograph of the flame obtained experi-
mentally for this case. The exp,.riments are taken from Reference 3.
Figure 7a indicates schematically" the geometry and the flame sly, ape for
the second case. In this case, the central jet has very high temperatures.
The central jet has been obtained t)y combusting fuel with an oxidizer at
subsonic speed. The external flow is cold, however the flame continues
because of the local heat release at tlae mixing zone. Figure 7b shows a
photograph of a flame obtained experimentally for this condition at GASL.
This second process is oi interest because it indicates that supersonic
combustion can be generated ;_lso when _he static temperature is low and
can be c()ntrolled by a mixin- prc_ces.b. F_rthermore, this scheme can be
useful when the reaction rate. are small as in t,_,e case of hydrocarbon corn-
bustion processt, s.
3. Qualitative Description of the .Mixing Process in Presence of Chemical
Reaction. The problem of the rnixin_ of two reacting gases is extremely
complex because of the many fluidyna.n-.ic and chemical parameters involved.
The simplest possible case that can be considered is when the process is
approximately t._'o-dimensional or axially symmetric, and this case is indica,_
ted schematically in Figure 8. A jet of gaseous fuel is injected in a stream
of air moving at supersonic speed. The velocity vectors, V 1 and VT. of the
8air and of the fuels are different but have approximately the same direc-
tion• The static pressures at the exit are equal and the static temperature
T1 and Tz are different• The line a - a of Figure 8 is either a pllne of
symmetry or an axis of symmetry or a wall. The two gases mix. Several
regions of the flow can be defined; the line AA divides the region in which
the fluid is air (region 1) from the region 2 where the fluid contains the
elernents nitrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen. Line AB further divides the
region in which the fluid is pure hydrogen from the region 2 where a mix-
ture exists.
i For this simple mixing problem two limiting cases can be considered
analytically,/the first limiting case corresponds to the assumption that the
•two gases do not reac Then the process is a pure mixing process that can
be analyzed on the basis of rnixin- th,,orics using boundary layer types of
equations. In such an analysis, if the rnixin:_ is of laminar type, the analysis
can be performed eilher nurn_,rically without necessity of additional simpli-
fications or analytically by sirnplifyir_v the description of the transport proper-
ties If the mixin,, is turbulent then i;',iormation concerning the transaort
• . _ P •
properties must be obtained from additional experimental studies• The
analysis of this type of problem requires substantial extension of existing
methods because of the low molecular wci:4ht of the hydrogen which affects
the transport properties. Use of classical types of analysis which employ
simplified or mixing length theories for representation of the transport proper-
ties give unsatisfactory results. I The second limiting case corresponds to
t ,
J
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the assumption that the gases react immediately, i.e., the reaction rates
infinitely fast./ In this case local equilibrium exists so that Mollierare
f
diagrams can be used to determine the numerical relationships between
pressure, density, temperature, total enthalpy and composition. In this
second limiting case, additional regions and an additional line can be defined
in the flow called the "flame sheet" (line AD of Fig. 9). The flow in region
2a is oxygen rich, containing only water vapor, oxygen and nitrogen whereas
in region 2b the gas is hydrogen rich, and contains water vapor, nitrogen
and hydrogen. Consequently the remaining concern is only with the
adequate de.scription of the rnixinq process. However, it must be noted
that in the usual mixing type of unalysis, using boundary layer types of
equations a required assun_ption is :h;Lt the pressure does not change
stron_oly in the direction normal to the streamlines. This is not
necessarily the case in a comi_._tion proce.ss where large vari;_tions of
density occur locally. Such variationa of density are concentrated in the
region of large heat release and produce large deviations of streamlines
and therefore variations of pressure. The pressure disturbances travel
approximately along Mach waves of the flow. Therefore the assumption
introduced in the boundary layer type of analysis is not 3ustiiied.
In the case of chemical equilibrium, the pressure variation influences
the tranbpart properties and changes the mixture composition and therefore,
the assumption of constant pressure at any given cross section can be
misleading. In addition the process of combustion in a confined flow is
quite different from the simplified picture of free mixingleonsidered above,
/
e , t
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because of the presence of the burner walls. / Two different sets of
_7
modifications must be introduced _in the analysis in orde_ to obtain
F
correct information on the actual behavior of the flame._
(i) finite rates of chemical reaction must be considered,
(ii) the assumption of constant static pressure in the normal direction
to the stream must be removed, and the effect of external boundary
conditions must be introduced.
The first set of modification_ imposes severe complications on the
|
numerical analysis. First the various chemical reactionsimportant for the
combustion process must be defined. Then the chemical reaction rates
must be obtained experimentally. Then an analytical procedure must be
established, where the local composition of different species is determined
from the finite rate chemical p_'ocess and not on the basis of local
equilibrium properties takc._ frorr_ a N1,_llier diagram.
The second set of modificatio|_s is required when combustion in a duct
is considered as schematizcd in Figaro 10. The non-zero angularity of the
injection system, the pressur_ :4radic:_ts 4encrated by the mixin_ ar, d
combu=tion processes and the :)_'csencc of external walls, require that
the propagati6n of pressure disturbances iz_ the presence of the mixing
process be considered. Such an ai)proach is somewhat new since viscous
problems are traditionally ar,:,lyz,_.d by usi:_g a b,_ur, dary layer type of
approximation. The introduction of finite rate chemistry and of non-uniform
pressure distributions imposes such a large complication on the analysis
that it becomes mandatory at this stage of the problem to use numerical
11
procedures for the invcsti_ati,,,_.
In the following sectionb son_,, of t_,_eprocedures developed in
connection with the foregoing conc,zpts will be described. Since the
cornt_ined effects of multi-dim_.nsiol:al aerodynamics, diffusion processes
and finite rate chemistry must be treated, a tremendous expenditure of
computing time may be anticipated unless special computing methods are
devised. Some new approact;e_ suited to this type of problem which
eliminates numerical instabilities in the calculations due to finite rate
chemistry will be described. Three :_rincipal steps related to the
numerical procedures had to be taken and will be discussed here. The
first step is related to the descriptic,n of iinite rate chemical reactions.
In this phase of the analysi_ the :,ss_,tnption can be introduced that the
concentration of elements do_._ n(,t ci_.,n_e along any given stream line,
so that mixing processes caa bc iAnorcd.
In tl-,e second step the above one dimensional chemistry is combined
with mixing using a boundary layer type of analysis.
In the third step two-dimensional or axially symmotric combustion
processes are considered which take place within rigid boundaries and
with lar:_,e pressure gradients.
Step Ono:One-Dirnensional b'inite Rat,_' Chemistry. In this section we
wish to discuss the nature of the chemical system in the absence of rr.ixing
or diffusion effects. The basic concepts governing this idealized case
12
are the conservation of spcci, .-, ,no:_,cnt_:n _nd energy written,
respectively (Ref. 4, 5, 6)
(1) - u - " ': _ = 1 .... N
dt dR p
du du dp
(g) P dt = pu d_ = " ds
dH dH
(3) " - - 0
dt u ds
where ois the mixture density, u the rnean (mass) velocity, I-t the
total enthalpy, p the pressure, c_i the mass fraction of the i-th species
and Yi the chemical rate of prodtactio:: of the i-th species in moles/see-
vol. The total enthalpy is constant by Eq. 3 and is further defined by
u :_ .. • _(4) 14 = _ . /" _:: _;, = eva.."
;=l
where h. is the partial enth;,ii-,y of the i-Ii_ apecies, if we describe the
m-th chemical reaction involving react.,nt species R i in the general form
(5)
N "m X
7> -- ">I I!Vmi Ri _ ._ Vrni R i
i=l b m i =I
then the rate of formation 7- due to the m-th reaction can be written
1
! !!
• ,, , _ vmj Vmj
(6) "_mi = (v - v ) f t'. y ' _,"-- .
m _ m i m .} 0 - am :j 3
!
where Yi is the concentration (moles/unit vol.) of the i-th species, Vmi
II
ano Vmi are either zero or positive integers and the factor= frr, and b m, the
forward and 0ackward reaction rates are functions of temperature only. Then
• •(7) ¥i = Ymi = F (T , Yl, Yz .... YN )
m
ant ,,_o!,. ,o.,ct.:.::-,,t:o,_ Yi arc rt, lated byThe mass fraction a i
(81 a. - Yi Wi
1
where W. is the molecular wc_Aht.
1
In addition to the conservation equ;,ticms the gas mixture obeys the
equation of state which can be written
13
(9) p = R T Y
where N
Y= _ Yi=_T r_i _. /_
i=l i
Furthermore, there exist L lineal, rei,,tionships among the species
concentrations corresponding to the cor, stancy of each of the L element
mass fractions.
As seen frown the above Ec i. 5 it i_ J;t.ccs_ary to have de_ailcd infor-
mation concerning tI'e natul'c ,_t _:',c c;icri:._.,_, rc_,ction stc i)s and of ail
the reaction rate constants a'c_ca:'ing i:: thv chemical ger_cratiGn described
by Eq. 6. As mentioned earlier, tl-li_ is in :zcneral a v ery difficult task
for the physical chemist. It is thvreforc very fortunate that in the case of
the hydrogen-air reaction which is of ,,;r, at interest in hypersor;ic engine
technology, the chemistry and rat(- kin,-tics are k:_cwn in sufficient de:ail
to meet the needs at hand. It has been :'oun(, that c._,a, forward and eight
backward reactions inxolvin; six reacting species plus nitrogen as an inert
gas describe the essential mechanism at the temperatures of interest.
These are listed as follows:
f
(10) 1. H + Oz_Ot-I + O
b
(II}
Cz) 3.
(13) 4.
(14J 5.
05) 6.
(16) 7.
07) 8.
O*H _-:20_-: _-/-[
2
H +OH._--bl; : H O
2
2OHIO 1- i-t O
l
H + M _..-t-2;_ + M
2
H20 + M k--2_ Oii. H -- M
OH + M _-'----O -_ H .- M
0 2 +M -_---20 + M
14
k where M is any species acting as ;, _nird bouy. The seven species
ti, O, H O, OH, O , H and X arc r,u:r.b,zred r,._pcctively from 1
2 2 2 2
to 7 and for lack of bettt:r inlor_natio:;, t}'.e concentration of M is
considt, rcd to be equal to tat _u_n of all _c\,en of the species conch-n-
trations.
Ti_e corrcsponc_,ing rt.,actio;: :'.,t_ cocfficicnt_ _-r__. estimated (_ef. 6, 7)
follows:
f
1
f
lq - b<'_l 0/' F
=3xlO e
1014 -46_,0/"f
1014 -50-'0/T(18) r = 3 x e
3
f
4
f
5
f6
f
7
1014 _ ,= 3 X e --_U-bl'i"
= 20 8 x lO19f -I -54,006/T
2i,.-1 -02, 2(,0/T
= 30.6 x l0 l ,.
19 -i -52,6(,0/T
= 25. 3 x 10 T e
1019T-I -00,600/T
fs=2.9x e
15
14 -90oU/1"b =4x10 e
1
14 -3030/T
b =3x10 e
2
b
3
b
4
14 -iz6o/T
=3xlO e
= 3 x 1014e -1260/T
(18)
21 -1.5 -52,000/Tb =Io r
023T-I. 5 -58,000/T
b6=l e
b7 =I021T -l'5e-51,000/T
I025T-2. 5 -59 600/Tb ._1.4 x e '8
T is the absolute tcmi),'ra_ure iu dc4rees Kelvin. The rates fl-f8
31 b% 61
-b4 , -and b 1 are in units of cm _notc s,'c _} ilc b 5 are in cm mole'sec.
The _ntcgr:_tion of the _b,,'.c s>_:,'_, c_[ _qu::tions is a simpl_ rr.atter
on large scale digital co:r,:_[, r_ ,_:'_c w_,_ carrici out for one-dimensional
flows at a number of organlzati_,a,-: du:'in,4 the recent years (l<ef. 8). It
was noticed during these calculations :i',atthe step sizes imposed by the
i_unge-Kutta and predictor-¢orrcc_or c-'ror control criteria were exzreme-
ly small even ti_o_gh it appeared that there were negligible chemical changes.
in the gas stream. Yet, _vi,,cnthe stt:p size was increased, violent
numerical oscillations of the reactive species, O, H, OH, and H20
occurred. This behavior o: the computations was already well known
and was discussed in connec:ion with chemical kinetics problems as long
ago as 1952 by Curtiss and Hirschfelder (9) and as recently as 1962 by
Hirschfelder (10) as well as many others. Comparison was made in
1 6
theae references with the "st:ff ec, uatlon" problem occurlng in over-
controlled servomechanical sy_tc.r:.,s.
The physical basis of t:_e "stiff;_ess" can be somewhat clarified by the
following reasoning. It is noted from i'2quations (10)-(17) that every
reaction generatil,g water (y3) requires the expenditure of OH radicals (y4) !;
i.e.,
(19) _3 = a34 Y4 - a33 Y3
whe r e
"34 = f3 Y6 _ f.,, y., _ b_, 7i Y
"33 = b3 Yl r a )' .- £ Y
and the balance of 0[{ is contr,,licc by _i".c equation
(20) ,¢ = - a y -- (_u:: of the other terms)4 44 ",
whe re
a_ 4 = a34 r t)l Y2 _ °2- Yi + :'7 Y
Since the concentration of the 0!{ radical (y4) is always small, and since
the rate of production of water in the hydrogen-air reaction is very fast,
the coefficient a34 of Y4 in Equation (19) must be verl/ large and intrinsieally
17
positive. It is also noted that the coc:'-icient a.tq of Y4 in Equation (2}
is never smaller than a34 and is therefore also very h-_rgc and positive.
It was found that during the initial and final stages of the reaction {which
are the troublesome regions, a4q and the "sum of the other terms" do not
t
vary too'rapidly and the Equation (20) can be described qualitatively {though
somewhat crudely} by the uncoupled linear equation in which a = a44 is
very large
(21) y = - ay + b
The solution of the finite difference systern approximating this equation
has the form
' = a" y_ * __b , • .n
• a a _*- a )
whe r e
Or
= ( I - _,as} - E'ale r int e gr/_tlc, n
(aa s)2 (aas}3 (aa,)4)a = I - a_s _ - .
l _ 1"4 " Runge Kutta
Aside from any questions of trunc,ttion error it can be show that numerical
instability will result for absolute valt_es of a as greater than two and spurious
for a _s greater than one. The step size must therefore be bounded by
_,nagnitudesof the order of 1/a which is a very severe constraint. Exceeding
the above type of size limitation has been responsible for meaningless results.
Observance of the limitation (to time increments of tt_c order of l0 -8 sec)
has contributed greatly to the difficulty in application of n_rnerical methods
to engineering combustion problems, it is f_rtt',cr to be noted that the
difficulty c,f carrying out finite rate calc_la:ions in the neighborhood of
chemical equilibrium is related to thi_ same problem of stiff equations
and small stepsize.
Faced with th, ur4,'nt ne_,d for a practic,_i soldtion of this dSLemma,
a very detailed investigation of the note.re of the c)_.ernical equations in the H 2-
air reaction was initiated at GA,';L, Reference 11. In particular the second
named author of this paper proct,, d,'dby reducing ti_.e species continuity
equations to fo_lrth order by usi:-_a ,.lc_;-., ;-t conse:'vation which ,*'as used
to elirr, inate O 2 and .N"z so tha" t,h, r_:r:,:_i:,in£ _:_iua::o::s can be written it.
terms of the active species i4,O, ii)O a::d O?i. It was fc,_nd by n,_merical
experin;cntation that the molar rat_._ of forma:_ot: could be
t
to .y
:'i 4
divided into three principal grol:ps. These were of :he form
• = A + C , }_ Yk " 2' _ =1-4_/1 i Bij Yj " / ; " "
J J
`*'here A_, Bij and Cij k represent ._[uwl,/ varying fanctions. In the initiation•
and near equilibrium phases of ttac reaction (whicl _. were the numerically
recalcitrant phases) it was fo_,nd ii',at the third term {the sum of quadratic
t,_rms) was several orders of m,_gnitude smaller t'_;_._ _he first two contributions.
This and the near straight line variation of the mass fractions obtained in
Reference 5 when plotted (versus time) on a semilog plot Figure 11, suggested
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that the species conservation equation_ were essentially near-linear
with near-constant coefficients and that lincarization techniques should
be very useful in this system. This linearization was carried out by
expanding the products of the concentrations in a Taylor series, retaining
only terms of zeroth and first order:
0 ,0 0
(22) Yi Yj -- Y_ Yj " Yi Yj - _i Yj
The conservation of species(Equation 1) can then be written
,i
dYi \
(z3) dt *Yi = c. • / -l ,___ 'lij Yj
j=l
where
(24) * =
1 _p
p dt
The expression of the species conservation equation in tcrnns of the
concentrations Yi instead of the rna_s fractions a i is a 'cc_zvenicnce because
then the c i and aij depend only on temperature instead of both temperature
and pressurc'which woula be otherwise rcqt:ired. The condensation _ is
assumed constant over a single calculation step. For a given step, coefficients
O
c i and aij ,are functions of the initial values of the concentrations Yi and the
temperature T ° , which is likewise assumed constant at the initial value for
' °
Z0
T(h) noted.
the error.
(25)
the step. The coefficients arc wri:te_ vat i;; detail it,Reference II .
Under the above assumptions the sy.st_:m Equatior, 23 can be solved for
a single calculation step.
For a constant or prescribed pre_._,re variation alo_g the flow the
velocity is determined by Equatlor; (2) a;,cith_ temperature from Equation (4),
using piecewise parabolic temperature fits to describe the species enthalpies
hi(T).
}-lowever, the temperature i_ also _pccified by the equation of state,
Equation (9) when the pressure i._ _pcc::iec/. Since these two values of
temperature denoted by T(p) a:>] T(h) ,:'c ::or m general equal, a second
chLice of _ is made and the sc, iutior, procvdL_rc re:_eated and the error T(p)-
An interpolation an,! it_:r¢_:io:_ :)roccdvarC i_ thc:-, used to minimize
The density at the. end of the atop is then computed from
r
U--'
p= /_ \', W.
It will be noted that tke sy,_tcre, of Equation (23) as defined above is
piecewise linear and art, enable, to many solution techniques other _han
Runge-Kutta or predictor-correcter.
The first solution procedure c._cd wa_ by determination of the
exponential solutions. The problem of stability therefore did not arise.
Since the equations actually behave like linear equations with constant
coefficients at initiation and near equilibrium, it was not surprising that the
solutions were found to extend with accuracy over several orders of magnitude
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in a sin_it: calculation _tep i_; t!_,._,.:'<:action rc -1or,s. It was found
that the entize reaction could b_. d,.>,:ribt,d with :iscfcll accuracy in as
little as i0 steps whereas if 40 stci>._ ',yore u._cd (t,'_king 4 seconds on an
IBM 7094) the results were practically indistinguishable from the Runge-
-- Kutta, precfictor-corrector solutions using abot:t 10,000 steps. IZ is also
significant to note that even wi_h the: crudest stepsizes, the asymptotic
values of the solutions are correctly r,.ached. Some curves, Figure 1Z
t-z
illustrate this rather well. It will ;,_: v.o:cd that the permissible stepsize
at the beginning and at the end of the re:action (equilibrium} become very
large in complete reversal of ti;c rcq_'ircments of the Runge-Kutta procedure.
The exponential solution technique ;)resents,of course, no difficulties in
hydrogen-air reaction wi,ic!, is rcducl51o to a fourth order system. But
r_
I
the
GASL is ,,lso t_,clch concc, rnt c] w.t.: ,-!._:-:qlcal s}'stcms such as methane-air
cocnbustion w?,lch hi, s thirtwct_ ._i), cie._ r_'d,.czbie only to nine. The determxnation
of the czg,.nvalues of the g,en,:r:_I ;-,,,I:-sy_._.;._ctric ninth order matrix is a
clumsy° tithe consuming anc_ no: _cry ;,cot, rate opwration even on the largest
available computers. Other numerical _oiution procedures were the:-efore
examined. Among the integration methods that resulted in stable numerical
sequences were the subdomain method, least squares and Galerkin. Undoubt-
edly others are possible. The subdomglin method (Ref. l!) was focind to be
particularly convenient for numerical application to large order systems.
In order to illun_inate the reason that instability was so successfully
eliminated by this method it is useful to consider application of the sub-
domain method to the first order equation, (Equation 2) whose stability was
considered previously for the Euler and Runge-Kutta solutions.
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Using an assumed parabolic v,Lri.,:i,)n of col-,ccnlration wid_ time,
substituting the parabvla wit!_ ,,:.::,,tcr_:,i:,,'d coefficients h Equalion (21) and
setting to zero the integrals of the re.,:d_c taken between 0 and _/2 and
between _/2 and _, cnou.gh conditions arc aatisfied such that successive
solutions are related by the diffcr,:nce equation
b A
(26) Yn+ 1 : Yn (1 "__ \ +
\ i )o Do
where
3+(3 --at'.
J
This can be integrated;
(!7)
n _ n
y = C_ y ° -- (l-&
who r e
., .5
&'=l -
Do
":q,, between zero and 9"3 itThe quantity a A / Dis a positlv_: ;.u_nbcr ._,.,., . .
foIbws that the solution Equati,_n (27) cannot oscillate but instead appr, oaches
the correct asymptotic value, b/a.
The extension of the above m,:thod to 1,_r.:c systurns such as the
hydrogen and methane oxidation reactions has been carried out successfully.
An accurate calculation of a complete h','drogcn reaction requires less than
10 seconds of 7094 computer time an_ the mcthaDe reaction takes about
P.0 to 50 seconds.
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Step Two:Coupled Diffusion and Chemical Reaction in Shear Flows. Having
eliminated the obstacle of small chemical step size, there remains the
problem of coupling the above described technique of chemical computation,
which is a one-dimensional process, with shear flow, which is at least two-
dimensional. The problem was approached by splitting the species mass
fractions into t_'o components, one of which satisfied a portion of the
species conservation equation containing the diffusion operator but no
chemical generation whereas the other component did the reverse. For
purposes of exposition, the conservation equations are written below for a
two_dimensional steady boundary layer flow with Lewis and Prandtl r.urr,bcrs
equal to unity and the eq_at!, :_s are ca_t i:, _tream function coordinates•
(Note that these simplificatio:_s were not actually made in the practical case,
nor were the equations act_:a!ly written in these coordinates.)
(29) 5 H _ _H
- ( _"__ -7-')
(30) 5 u " 5 ,;
- (pu_--)
bs 5_ 5_
It is clear that the above eqt:ations present no numerical problems
in integrating in the case that Yi is zero. For yi unequal to zero we define
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(31) C_. = p. + q_
1 1 i
and
(32)
_Pi 5 : (Pi + qi)
Then in order to satisfy Equ,ltion (28), qi must satisfy
qi _ Z
- L__ :Z. = B ,- Aij( p + q )(33) _ s Dt ' i i j i i
In the above, % can be considered iinearizcd and the }3. and A..
l i lj
coefficients d:r_er from the c i and ai3 oi Equa:ion (23} only by including
the Wi/ou factor,
It is possible to fix the initial conditions for Pi and qi at the beginning
of a computation step in more than one way. In particular, it is possible
to assume the combination
(35) qi(Xn.r0 ' Yk ) = 0
and
(36)
(x yk ) = Cx.(x , \, )Pi n+0' l n "
qi (Xn, O' Yk ) = (_ (Xn' Yk )i
Pi(Xn+0 ' Yk) = 0
P
F
Z5
The subscripts n, k are chosen in antic'ipation of the finite difference net
formulation, and the added zero to n + 0 is required since p and q are in
general streamwise discontinuous across a net point although their sum
"a is continuous.
The choice of initial conditions turns out to be irrelevent for either
explicit or implicit computations insofar as numerical stability is concerned.
Consider the explicit formulation with conditions, Equation (35). Then
fine difference equation corresponding to Equation (32} becomes very simple
(the Pi becomes uncoupled) and the solution can be written
/ks
(37) p. (n + l, k) = p. (n, k) _ -
1 1 (AU) 2 LkPi{n, k)
where the operator L k is intended to indicate the vertical shift and summing
operator;
(38)
LkPi(n, k) _ 1/2 (fk, l .-f ) p.(n, k * 1) - (f k - 2: _-f )D (n, k)k 1 _-i k k-1 'i
+ [fk + fk_l) p.(n,_ k-l)
Then the solution ai(n+l,k ) term is the ch_-n_'e in chemical composition over
the diffusion step in which Pi is assumed to remain constant and is calculated
from the subdornain chemistry routine as previously described for the
equation
(40)
as (q ÷ p (n, k)) =B + _A ( q._-p (n, k)
1 i i j ij ] j
(qi+ Pi (n, k)) = Pi(n, k) m 0:.( n, k)
o 1
Z6
where a (n,k) is determined at the (n,k) mesh point.
i
Equation (40) can then be expressed formally:
The solution to
(41) q.(n +1, k) = E (n, k) 4 D _ (n, k)
1 i ij j
It sl_ould be noted that Pi need not be kept constant in (40) but can be
treated in the subdomain method as a known distribution.
Equation (39) becomes
Oq( n+ 1, k) = M a (n, k) + E (n,
l ij j x
k)
M.. =6 +Y_6 L + D
l] ij ij k ij
• }-I i= j
6iJ O i_j
yr- As
(__c) 1
For stability the eigenvalues of M must all have absolute value less than oz.e.
In order to examine the stability of this system, the approximation
f_+l = fk = fk-1 was made in Equation (38) so that the von Neumann approach
is applicable. Then
hkCXj ( = (1-cos O) _ (n, k)(43) "y[ n, k) - l_,"_f k J
The stability condition can then be stated
-1 < X -, 1 - 2Y_fk(l-cos O) < 1D
whereX D is the real part of any eigenvalue of D.
Then
(44)
_D < y[ < " + _'D
2f ( l- co_ 8)k -'ik(1-c o_ 0)
Z7
The lower limit requires thatk be negative and the upper limit that
D
2 +)_D
(45) A <
4f
k
and that k be not less than -2, i.e.,
D
(46) -2 < ),D < 0
In order to estimate the cigcnvalucs of D in an analytic form, we
are unfortunately forced again to consider thL uncoupled equivalent of
Equations(40) and (41). The solution in this case for a two step (parabolic)
subdomain technique is
(47) qi (n + I, k) - a.(n, k) ,-
D, l D
where
D 2 =II12 (3- AAs) * 3j
{48) .,
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so that
(49) 94 < X A As
-. - <0
D D
2
This satisfies the requirement (46). For a one-step (linear) sub-
domain technique, the uncoupled equation gives the same form of
solution as (47) except that
(50) D _ D = 1
1 Z
A As
and
A_s
(51) . -z < >'n- z)1
< 0
The inequalities of Eq. (51) for the one-step subdomain techniqae
still satisfy Eq. (46) but with all of ti_e approximations made, it is
probably a poor risk for coupled diffusion. Just as the eigenvalues of
the magnifications matrix depend on the ordc-" of the fit, so it also
varies somewhat wl.en least squ;,rcs or Galerkin methods are used.
It can be shown in a similar way that u_e of Condition (36) results
in a completely equivalent sLc. p ._ize criteria.
It was fur_i_ermore found, on the ba._is of the. san_,c heuristic ;ype
of reasoning that the implicit coupled :>rocc.ss is unconditionall)" stable.
_Ve wish to remark at this time ti_at the stability analyses outlined
above leave much to be desired from the point of view of _xactness or
thoroughness. Nevertheless they served their o_i:'pos,: in that they illum-
inated the landscape into which _c were venturing and made it possible
i
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to estimate rather well the o:'dcr of cffort required.
In application of the foregoing to physical problems an axisym-
metric configuration was considered, both because of convenience in
adapting exiating programs, and because of the availability of experi-
mental results with which comparisons were possible and desirable.
Since the flows considered were turbulent the formulation of the
conservation equations, for an axisymmctric turbulcr.t flow was based
on that of the paper by Zeibcrg and Bluich (Ref. 13):
_" Ce 1 3 e L _pUV" 5 Cii I '_ igi(52) " i _ _ " +
_x 1` ,%C :_ a _, 5v j _u
2{2
(Ou$'- / a,_ :_ L<. ?,T 5Cxi "]
12 ; ---: - pl I
J
where $ is the str,:am function ar, d is related to y by
,.a
1
u_
2 a ¢,' d C'
(55) y = 2
OuO
In the above, L e is the turbulent L-ewis n'ambcr, Cr the turbulent
Prandtl number, C the mixture specific heat and ¢ the turbul_.nt vis-
P
cosity. In view of the turbulent nature and the uncertainties of the
_3
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mixing in ti',c flow all justification for use of n,ultispecies diffu._;!on
coefficients disappears so that a single Lewis number is in order.
The determination of a model to be used for description of the
turbulent viscosity is a subject of considerable difficulty, especially
for jet flows with large density gradients as occurs in connection
with a jet of hydrogen into air. A d[scusMon of the problems involved
is presented in Ref. (1) and the results of more recent work will be
presented in London (Ref. l) tomorrow. For the purposes of our
combustion studies, we have therefore left open a small black box
in our digital computer labeled eddy viscosity into which we pour
any model of viscosity that seems appropriate at the mo:nent.
The program was first tried on for size on a 4-inch diameter
jet flow which was of some interest in connection witi_ a }-,igh-altitud¢
fuel dLimping problem. The jet of hydro4_:n i._dc'.i at 1033 f?s ar.d
temperature of 276°K into a }lOt higll-spccd exterior stream of air
moving at 3069 fps and temr_crature 13o_. 5°K.
assumed at .01 atmosphere :3res6ure.
r
Both streams were
The viscosity model us,,d in this case \vaa given by
where rl/2 is the radius at wkich /_u is the mean value between /_ u
e e
and p.u.
Jj
The resulting calculation (Fig. 13) showed the external stream
al
first drops in temperature wkw:'v it _l._:,.:_ with _}:,: col.'] h'/d:'ogun and
then at a distance of about -t £u_.[ rex_ rsc_ and starts to heat up so
that a peak temperature dcvclop._ at ,,i)ou_ . 25 fu_..t from the axis.
The temperature peak then shift_ to t_-,c axis wi',ich has developed a
fairly large mass fraction of oxy4cn {Fig. 1-t). As t_urning proceeds
this free oxygen then rapidly reacts with the excess hydrogen on the
axis.
Tills calculation has no experi:_c_._al co_mterp,trt available at this
time, but was presented bec;,usc _t bh,)_._ (1) ti_c non-existence of a
flan;e-bh,.ct, and (2) ti_e intercstin,g dcvt+lop:uent of a first t_-mpel-ature
peak in the hydrogen-air mixin..4 region.
A st.conci case trcate:! _n_ t,v',+tt o: t_,' O. 6-inch diameter hydrogen
j,+t _::entioncd e,,riicr in corm. c::ot, will _n-_._s di2fu_ion control. Here
th,: :_rusburc di.,tribution n_c;.su:'c_i ai _n ti.,. :_xis varies ratt_,er strongly
boti_ below .tnd n'aovc attnospi.c;'i_ pr, ._,urc. Calculation.-, were made
ab._u:ninz ti+_t tnc static p_'essur_ ib _.';)p.'oxi:natcly con._tant across an}"
cross .-,_.ction of the jet and ch,t:-£us only a[o,qg the j,,t. Sue.,: calculations
mad,, witi, -_,.vcral different pr,,_._u:'e d:...,trl.)<tion_ a_owed stro.'-,g rcsuiting
axi,_l st:,znation temperature varl.,tior.., {7:.;. 15). l'h,, curve computed
,i,_in- a prcs._urc distribution ._,:;,,_,ati_;g tr, c measured distribution (Tig. 16)
_?;ow,.d excellent agreement with tI;e _ncasured axis stagnation temperature.
2<adial stagnation temperature variations measured at station x = 0.9 it
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also a_4r,.,:d very well witi_ caicui,_t_d vai,,c_, (Fig. 17). The flame
shape (Fig. 1_) was not too wci_ si.'_ula_cd and thL- complex pressure
field may i;ave something to _o with t.Eis.
The third case considered was of the axisymmetric flame propa-
gation from a pilot flame into a premixwd hydrogen:air flow at atmos-
o
pheric pressure, 300 K and 21G0 fps and with equivalence ratio of one,
This is the *case referred to in connection with combustion control by
thermal condt_ction and difLa,_ion com bi:led witi: species diffusior_. In
Fig. 19 we have plotted the calculated isotherms for the flow. It is
seen that the pilot first cools bu_ then the temperature rises rapidly
along the axis as the pren_,:xcd g a.s i:.:,:,itcs.
on par;_ll_,l cones with a s!o:)c ,,: about i0 °,
The isot};erms spread out
This angle is in excellent
aarcun_,t'_'.t with tl;e obscrv,:d ;,r, glt- o;_ ti;,, expe':in_,u:al counterpart of
thi._ cal_ _;_ation. In Fig. ZO w,. :':a\',' f_:'ti_.r plottwd the con_,puted
st:-L:amii_;c_ supt. ri::_poscd ,_i)oa :h_' i,,ot;:u:'::_s. _t wil] be noted that
:i,, streamlin_.s bc}'ave very rc:_,_onai_iy, curx-in,_, away f;'om the axis in
fron'_ o: the fla:nc and straightening out ;z: _'he flame:. Ti_e streamline_
do not b_'co;r,e completely straight on the fi.;t_rt: because the heat :',.lease
is not ent,r,.ly complete. Thes,- re_t;Its seem to indicate very good
agreement of the theory with exp_:rim_::',t in finis type of flare,: propaga-
tion problem.
In a sense Fig. ?0 also indicates the limitations of the _nethod of
computation, _ince the curva'_ar,, of the ,_-rca_nlinc_ il_crcast:s inie-init-
ely with distance away from the axis. S_ch a flow cannot _'xist at large
radial distance without development of ._rcssure gradients.
Step Three: Supersonic Co,ubnstion _ith i)r,:ssur_ , Gradicnt_ a_-d
Mixing. The assumption in the analysis of the combustion that the
static pressure is constant at any given section notably simplifies the
problem. However, it is not sufficiently accurate for such purposes
as the detailed design of cotnbustion chan',b__.rs because of the large
variation of temperature and density produced locally by the reaction,
as pointed out in the Introduction.
For the type of process analyzed the chemical reaction produces
much larger pressure variations than the ciiffusive process, and is the
main cause of large prcs._r_' cradicnfs. In thib cabc, it can be a_sun.t:d
in the analysi._ that ti:c v,,r_._tion oi :,r_s_ar,_. due :o _nixin&; is small
cocnpart'd to tht' variation of prcb_,ur,: :_roc:._;ced b'/ ti'e reaction and can
bc calculated as a perturbation of a ba.,ically invlscid flow. ¢,hcn thi_
assu._ption is introduced, an approxin_atc a:'alytic;d :nethod can bc
developcd whici_ tak_.s into account the co:_:_lex pressure variations :t_e
to reactions (2_ef. 14). Since: thcsv :_ressure are usually dcscribc_d in
terms of a characteristic network, th;s w.ts taken as the basis for a
calculation procedure. ,_:e write the ,_xac: equations for supcrsor.ic
flow with diffusion and chemical effects, patting the usual inviscid flow
_4
tcr_s o_-,ti',,' i_.ft-i.,_::< :,i,<.. .,::. t_,_- :'c:-'.a:r.in2 tc=Kns on "}:c zi:4itt-
hand _idc. 5_.ch a _t,'c_ c,:u _L' fo:'n::ll['/t:'ans:o:n_cd into a sys-
tcn_ in which differentiation :,long _L:-,.,_.nlinc_ and charact_:ristics
can be pr,:scnt only in ti_e lw:t-i,.tncl s:d_:. A for:n;,l solution of th_s
system involves (l) the d_.tcrn,,n,,tio;_ u: the int_.,-_cction of character-
istics, (l) the solution of ti_c compat:bility eqaation along the character-
istics, and (3) the solution of ti_c energy equation along the _treamlinc.
Such uquatio;;_ are quas1-1i:_c.,.- and :,:,.:',.:orccan bc i_;=ndl,.d by wcl!-
known tt..chnlqucs. The co,,;f:ci, nt,_ o:; the left-hand side of these equa-
tions contain the contributions of t}-,<it.viscid effects only. In a character-
istic step such cont:'ibdtion,_ _:,' approx_mdtt.d at [h,: initial points and
a first approx',n_ation of p:, .-_,,::',: ..,_.:i _.:;ti-.:lpv is n_ade at the int,.r_cction
of the. ci:,,:'._,'.,.:':.-t:c_. On :.., :_:,.-',: ,.f U.:> :,:'c. >..:',: and cnthalp)-, a
b,-tter ..v_lug,t_,,:; of z}.c _ Lt.,_:c.:, :-c.:ctaOl; .:long ,, atr_.,,tnlinc is made.
The ,_io:-cn;,.:vt:oncd ,o,.ffic.,_.t.- :_', csn._cqucnti3 ::-._,di:icd, and the char-
&CtC rl ._tl_. C O:_'. :) _it/* tiO FI is l't' I)C/akc _1.
la the two-dam,'ns_on;:l case, the :n,,,:'.cntu_n wquations for _1_,_ above
"0 Y _I] I_l/_ [iO,q ,t'-", " "
(57 p c q - p = A
• S S
(50
S n
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where D is density, p is i)r,,._;i',:, c ,r,d 6 ti_c naoJulus and the
direction of the velocity rt, l_:iv_: to ,.:.4inc axis. The quantity A
is given by
(59) A = ( _ q )
n n
where _ i_ the viscosity.
The subsequent solution of th, cmnpatibility _:quations requires
that A by cor,,_tant or of s:r, ,, r, l,_ti_,: v,_riation during an integration
step. Then the initial con'.p.lt:_.tionc.in be n_ade approxilnatcly u=ing
o
thu iui_iaiiy known value A , f_)liowtd by itL.ration to obtain a more
accurate, ,ncan value A.
"F}',_ continuity vquation i'vads
(60) q# _.- Dq a:io =-,_
_-, S 11
_t , ",- for sirn:)ilcity thatand tht t:n_:r._y ecuation can b,. at J (.h_u::-li,,,,
the Lvwis and Prandtl nun_b_:rs ,,ru ,.ca._l to ur. ty)
i
(61) H - (_ i4..)
s _q ":.
wh_.re i-I is th,' total enthaip,:
,)
(6Z) i4 =h *q /Z
h buing the stntic cnthalpy.
The usual neglect of diffusion along the streamline has been made
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in cocnparison with lateral di','fasio:',.
In order to complete the description of the system w_. express
the enthalpy by means of the equation
(63)
N N
_7 hiais _ dhih - +T _.
s s I d_
i=l i=l
where 0_ is the mass fraction of s:?,.cics i.
i
state we further obtain
From the equation of
POs P Ts F Czi(64) p - RpT _., s - 0
s _ T i _V.i
R being the gas constant and vV th(.' n:olecular weight of species i.
i
The speci_.s conservation t.qu;,t:ons mus: take into account t!,e
mixing of species between _t.'_.a=::l_n,.s a_:ci t};c changt' in n:ass-fractio::
of the species d_e to chemical :,:actaon along tLc s_reamline. Thus,
(65) a - n D _'+
Is oq 5 n _ n _q
where, again for simplicity, a single binary d::f,a_ion coe:ficicnt D
has been assun_t.d. For un*t L,_is n_a:ubcr a,. can s_:batitct_:
(6o) pD =
The subs_:qut, nt algcbr,,:c :u;_n_..,ulation_ to !_::t :}:c ,.q_:._':,;,ns i:::o
suitable charac:cris:ic form ;,re t,-dio,as ._o :hat dr.tails shouic_ bc so,:gh: in
Ref. (14). It is si:o_n :};:,t thu third,equation to be used wit:: Eq. (57)
and (58) can bc put in the form
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(62)
where
(q t --)qs * -- p _- F0 = E
q p s n
dh.
F = T Ec_.-----L
1 dT
E - 1 (/_Hn) - Eh a + tZ_FT• z. ai
n i z 1 p i W.
1
It is seen that the viscosity does not appear in (57), (58)"
and (67) except on thL- right-hand side and so doc_ not directly
effect the streamline and characteristic directions and the location
of the net intersections.
Conclusion In conclusion coz:_id_:r.'_blc ;)ro,rcss has been ._:ad,,
in the mathetn .t;c.tl tre.it:n,'_t of probi_.a:= :nvolx'ir, g cou._lcd ;,xis flo,v,_.
ciiffusion and c!:_.:-:-.:cal re.action. In par_icui:l:', t::c ::_:_thc:natical descri:?-
tion of multispcclcs chcmic:ii :-_.,,,tioa._ :.a_ bccn vcr_ greatly cx,>cditcd
and rendered applicable to two-d::::cn_ion:,', flow proolc;ns. A number
of exp_rim_nts involvin_ both init:ally un:n:xcd an£ prcmixcd hx'drogcn
wt.r_ available fo:" comp.lri__on _i:h calc,ii:,t_.d results. Agrec:,-cnt i:"
many important re._pccts was excellent.
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